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Syria's Druze: Waging peace in times of war Middle East East 20 Jun 2015. More than a million Druze live in the Middle East, about two-thirds of them in Syria with the rest split between Lebanon, Israel and Jordan. Amazon.com: The Druze in the Middle East: Their Faith, Leadership The Druze of Israel: Hope for Arab-Jewish Collaboration Jonathan. The Druze in the Middle East: Their Faith. - Amazon.co.uk The Druze (Arabic: دروز, plural دروز, dur?z; Hebrew: ??????, Druzim; also transliterated Druz or Druse) are a Middle Eastern religious community. A History of the Druzes - Google Books Result The theology of Druze religion is called hikma and its main theme is that God. Hell and heaven in this world view differ from most other Middle Eastern religions. The Druze in the Middle East - Nissim Dana 9 Oct 2015. In the war-torn Middle East, it is rare to find two groups with different religions, nationalities and histories working together and developing a. Don't bruise the Druze The Economist Discusses the Druze in the Middle East in general, with a particular focus of the Druze relationship with the State of Israel. Part I -- Faiths, Commandments, and. 1 Jul 2015. In the making of the modern Middle East, minorities have often been used as A result of the threat to the Syrian Druze by Nusra, their Druze - New World Encyclopedia 10 Nov 2014. Druze, also spelled Druse, Arabic plural Dur?z, singular Darazi, relatively small Middle Eastern religious sect characterized by an eclectic Minority Rights in the Middle East - Google Books Result Thus, many of them migrated to the isolated mountains of Lebanon, Syria, and Israel, while others settled throughout the Middle East. The Druze are of mixed The Druze in the Middle East: Their Faith, Leadership. - Facebook Druzes - Overview of World Religions A thousand-year-old offshoot of Islam, the Druze consider themselves Arab in every country. Sometimes they're called the Zen Buddhists of the Middle East. The A to Z of the Druzes - Google Books Result The Druze community in Israel is officially recognized as a separate religious. factories in the Middle East: the steel mill belonging to the Kadmani Brothers. 19 Jun 2015. Israel must, simply must, save the Syrian Druze. Dr. Mordechai Kedar. Druze - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 26 Jun 2015. The Druze in the Middle East are in a quandary. Until now, they have managed to stay out of the Syrian war, those in the country aligned Druze religion Britannica.com 5 May 2011. This book discusses the Druze in the Middle East in general, with a particular focus of the Druze relationship with the State of Israel. ?The Druze State: Another Consequence of the Middle East Crisis 30 Sep 2015. Jihadist attacks against the Syrian Druze in June 2015 marked the beginning of a new stage of the Middle East crisis. They prompted the History & Overview of the Israeli Druze Virtual Library Amazon.com: The Druze in the Middle East: Their Faith, Leadership, Identity and Status (9781903900369): Nissim Dana: Books. The Druze and the Middle East's Minority Pact - Op-Eds - Arutz Sheva Analysis. How far will Israel go to protect Syria's Druze? - Middle East The Druze - The Seven Perfumes of Sacrifice, by Amy Logan 714 Aug 2015. Visiting the Druze in Israel. Kamal Sido, the STP's Middle East consultant, visited Israel for two weeks and met Orthodox Jews, fasting The Syrian Druze at a Crossroads Middle East Institute [edit]. The 1911 edition of Encyclopædia Britannica states that the Druzes are a mixture of The Druze Community and the Lebanese State: Between Confrontation. - Google Books Result 18 Jun 2015. Israel's long-standing obligation to preserve the 'blood alliance' with its Druze citizens is on a collision course with its strategy of minimal The Druze quandary in the Middle East Minorities in the Middle East The History of Struggle and. - Google Books Result Understanding the Volatile and Dangerous Middle East: A. - Google Books Result 13 Jul 2015. In the last few weeks, the Syrian Druze have been a focal point in significant fighting on the ground. If their role in the fighting continues, or even Historical Dictionary of the Druzes - Google Books Result Doctrines, Druze beliefs deviate markedly from those of mainstream Islam, consisting of. Main Centre, There are numerous Druze centres in the Middle East. Druze - Countries and Their Cultures Religion - Druze Faith - Australian Druze Community IRIN Middle East ISRAEL-SYRIA: Golans Druze community divided. The Druze in the Middle East: Their Faith, Leadership, Identity and Status. 1 like. This book discusses the Druze in the Middle East in general, with a Why the Middle East's warring enemies are competing to win over. 14 Jun 2015. The Druze minority's ability to avoid sides in the Syrian conflict is under stress, with potential consequences across the region. The Syrian war and the complex situation in the Middle East The Druze are a small monotheist religious sect found in several Middle East countries. In Golan, the local leadership is firmly pro-Assad and has taken a tough